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Abstract

The morphology and crystallization behavior of the binary blends of two crystalline-

amorphous diblock copolymers bearing stereoisomeric crystalline blocks have been

investigated. A polystyrene-block-isotactic polypropylene (S-iPP) and a polystyrene-

block-syndiotactic polypropylene (S-sPP) were used to prepare a series of blends for-

ming lamellar morphology. In the melt state, the PS blocks from these two diblock

copolymers mixed intimately in the PS lamellar microdomains; meanwhile, the iPP

and sPP blocks were found to form a miscible mixture in the PP domains. Under the

effects of nanoscale confinement and the constraint imposed by the junction points,

the iPP and sPP blocks exhibited the crystallization behavior greatly deviated from

that in the neat diblock copolymers. A local demixing between a fraction of iPP and

sPP chains was found to occur in the S-sPP-rich blend at low crystallization tempera-

tures, which yielded the defective crystalline domains composed of alternately inter-

vened iPP and sPP crystallites. This crystalline species displayed a significant

depression of melting point located at the temperature around 10�C higher than the

corresponding Tc due to an excess surface free energy at the interface between the

alternately intervened iPP and sPP crystallites.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Nanoconfined crystallization of polymer brushes within the micro-

domains templated by crystalline-amorphous (C-A) diblock copolymer

has received significant attention over the past two decades. In particu-

lar, the self-assembly of C-A diblock copolymer into lamellar, cylindrical,

and spherical microdomains constituting the crystalline block could

impose 1-D, 2-D, and 3-D confinement to the crystallization process,

respectively.1–3 Under the influence of nanoconfinement, controllable

crystallization kinetics,4–7 and preferred crystal orientations1,6,8–10 have

been attained by using various C-A block copolymers as the templates.

The manner of chain confinement exerted by this type of diblock

copolymer can be extended to a more complex system, namely, the

blends of two C-A diblock copolymers bearing chemically identical A

block. In this case, the two C blocks from their respective copolymers

could form the common microdomains through the co-surfactant

effect.11,12 This type of diblock copolymer blend can be classified into

the following sub-classes: (1) Cn-b-Am/Cl-b-Ak blend (with the sub-

scripts denoting the different block lengths), where the two diblocks

are chemically identical, and (2) Cn-b-Am/Cl
0-b-Ak blend, where the

two crystalline blocks are chemically different. These blend systems

would offer an opportunity to examine if the two crystalline blocks
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could form an intimate mixture in both melt and crystalline states

within the mcirodomain space driven by the confinement effect as

well as the localization of the junction points at the microdomain

interface.

Our previous study on the first system formed by the blends of

two polybutadiene-block-poly(ethylene oxide)s (PB-b-PEO) has shown

that the PEO blocks of different chain lengths in the blends could

co-crystallize over a broad range of undercooling even when the

crystallization temperature (Tc) situated well above the glass transition

temperature (Tg) of PB block, primarily due to a thermodynamic

requirement for attaining a lower interfacial energy and a higher con-

formational entropy of the longer PB blocks in the system.13 We have

also investigated crystallization behavior in the second type of system

and identified the defective crystalline domains exhibiting a significant

depression of the melting point along with a peculiar diffraction peak

in the wide angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) profiles in the blends of a

polystyrene-block-poly(ethylene oxide) (PS-b-PEO) and a polystyrene-

block-poly(L-lactide) (PS-b-PLLA).14 We proposed that the formation

of the defective crystalline domains arose from a local demixing

between a fraction of PEO and PLLA chains under the influences of

restricted chain mobility of PLLA and the junction point constraint,

thus generating the tiny PLLA crystallites intervened by the PEO block

chains. As the blends of PEO and PLLA homopolymers with relatively

low molecular weight were miscible in the melt,15–19 the formation of

composite microdomains by the PEO and PLLA blocks from their

respective copolymers was expected, as that observed in the studies

on PS-b-PEO/polystyrene-block-poly(D,L-lactide) binary blends

reported by Mao and Hillmyer20–22 and in our previous study.14 A

recent study by Chen et al. further focused on the binary copolymer

blends comprising PS-b-PEO and polystyrene-block-poly(acrylic acid)

(PS-b-PAA), in which the hydrogen bonding between PEO and PAA

blocks improved their miscibility to form the common microdomains

and microphase-separated against the domains composed of PS

blocks; however, the crystallizable chain length of PEO was reduced

by the hydrogen bonds, causing the crystallization to occur within a

more confined region.23

An interesting extension of the second system is the consider-

ation of using two chemically different and immiscible Cn and Cl
0

blocks in their homopolymer state to examine if their miscibility could

be improved once the amorphous Am and Ak blocks could mix

intimately with each other. Thus, the present work investigates the

miscibility and crystallization behavior of the blends of a polystyrene-

block-isotactic polypropylene (PS-b-iPP) and a polystyrene-block-

syndiotactic polypropylene (PS-b-sPP), where the stereoisomeric iPP

and sPP have been considered to be immiscible in their homopolymer

blends in the melt state.24–26 The origin of their immiscibility was associ-

ated with a positive energy change upon forming the blend, as predicted

by the Monte Carlo simulation.27 It would hence be of great interest

here to investigate the melt miscibility between iPP and sPP blocks

within the microdomains formed in the PS-b-iPP/PS-b-sPP blends.

Moreover, it is known that there is a variety of crystal modifications of

iPP and sPP, such as α, β, γ, and mesomorphic forms found in iPP28–32

and I, II, III, IV and mesomorphic forms observed for sPP33–38;

consequently, it will be of our further interest to explore how the

spatial confinement affects the interplay between the crystallization

of iPP and sPP blocks if they could mix intimately in the microdomain.

In this study, we blend a shorter symmetric PS-b-iPP (abbreviated

as S-iPP) with a longer asymmetric PS-b-sPP (abbreviated as S-sPP) to

prepare a series of lamellae-forming blends with different composi-

tions. It will be shown that the binary blends composed of the PS

lamellar microdomains formed by the mixture of the PS blocks from

the two copolymers and the PP lamellae in which iPP and sPP blocks

could mix intimately in the melt state. The crystallization of iPP and

sPP blocks over a broad range of Tc confined within the PP micro-

domains exhibited a significant deviation from that in the neat diblock

copolymers, where the crystallization of S-sPP-rich blend at low Tc

resulted in the formation of the defective crystalline domains in which

the iPP and sPP crystallites intervened each other. This S-sPP-rich

blend will also be used to reveal the preferred orientation of iPP and

sPP crystallites in their common lamellar microdomains.

2 | EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

2.1 | Materials and sample preparation

PS-b-iPP (Mn,PS = 3500, Mn,iPP = 3800) and PS-b-sPP (Mn,PS = 9400,

Mn,sPP = 6800) were synthesized according to the procedure

reported in the previous studies.39,40 The volume fraction of iPP and

sPP blocks in the two diblock copolymers in the melt state were 0.54

and 0.46, respectively.

For the blend preparation, the two diblock copolymers with

desired weight ratios were dissolved in xylene at 50�C to yield 3 wt%

solutions, and followed by casting the solutions on the Petri dishes.

The blend films were obtained after evaporating most of the solvent

quickly on the hot plate at ca. 140�C (ffi boiling point of xylene). The

blend films were further dried in vacuum at 70�C for 24h.

To prepare the crystalline samples, neat S-iPP, neat S-sPP, and their

blends were firstly annealed in the melt state (at 170�C) for 5 min to

erase previous crystallization history followed by rapid cooling (>100�C/

min) to the desired Tcs for isothermal crystallizations for 3 h. Figure S1

shows the differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) isothermal scans of

S-iPP/S-sPP 20/80 blend at different Tcs for 3 h to demonstrate

that this time duration was sufficiently long to attain the saturated

crystallinity, as evidenced by the fact that the isothermal crystallization

exotherms were completely recorded in 20 min irrespective of Tc.

2.2 | Small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS)
measurement

The morphology of the neat diblock copolymers and their blends was

probed by SAXS at the Endstation BL23A1 of the National Synchro-

tron Radiation Research Center (NSRRC), Taiwan. The energy of the

X-ray source and the sample-to-detector distance were 8 keV and

1815 mm, respectively. The scattering signals were collected by using
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Pilatus-1MF detector of 981 � 1043 pixel resolution with a typical

exposure time of 5 min. The scattering intensity profile was the out-

put as the plot of the scattering intensity (I) versus the magnitude of

the scattering vector, q = (4π/λ) sin(θ/2) (θ = scattering angle). The

SAXS profiles were corrected for the incident beam intensity, the

detector sensitivity, and the background.

2.3 | Wide angle X-ray scattering (WAXS)
measurement

The crystalline structure of iPP and sPP in the neat diblock copoly-

mers and their blends was probed by WAXS conducted at the Wiggler

Beamline 17A1 of the NSRRC, Taiwan. A triangular bent Si (111) sin-

gle crystal was used to obtain a monochromatic beam of wavelength

λ = 1.54 Å. The diffraction patterns were collected using imaging

plates (Fuji BAS III, area = 20 � 40 cm2) having 100 μm pixel resolu-

tion. In the present study, the WAXS profiles of the crystalline sam-

ples were measured as a function of temperature in a heating cycle.

The sample was allowed to be equilibrated at each temperature for

5 min followed by data acquisition for 5 min.

2.4 | Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
measurement

The melting behavior of iPP and sPP crystallites in the neat diblocks,

and their blends was analyzed by a TA Instrument 2000 DSC

equipped with the RCS cooling system. The DSC heating scans of the

samples isothermally crystallized at the prescribed Tcs were recorded

from 30 to 170�C at the heating rate of 5�C/min.

2.5 | Large-amplitude oscillatory shear (LAOS)
experiment

The oriented sample of S-iPP/S-sPP 20/80 blend was prepared by

using a Linkam CSS450 temperature-controlled shear system. The

sample was preshaped into a thin disk of suitable thickness and diam-

eter and held in the gap between the two glass windows. Subse-

quently, it was pressed by the two plates at 170�C and sheared for

1 h using the amplitude oscillatory mode via the bottom plate. The

shear amplitude and the frequency applied were 80% and 0.2 Hz,

respectively.

3 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 | Miscibility and morphology of S-iPP/S-sPP
blends in the melt state

The SAXS profiles of S-iPP, S-sPP, and their blends collected at 170�C

are shown in Figure 1A to study their melt morphology. Neat S-iPP

displayed a broad scattering peak showing that the copolymer was in

the disordered state due to weak segregation between iPP and PS

blocks having low molecular weights. Neat S-sPP exhibited the double

gyroid structure as revealed by a series of peaks with the position

ratios of 1: (4/3)1/2: (7/3)1/2: (10/3)1/2.41 However, the blends of

these two diblock copolymers with the different composition ratios

displayed the lamellar morphology, as evidenced by integral position

ratios of the multiple scattering peaks. The formation of lamellar

structure in the S-iPP/S-sPP blends signaled that the constituent

blocks from the two copolymers were miscible in their respective

microdomains, considering the compositions of PS component in the

24-27
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F IGURE 1 (A) SAXS profiles of S-iPP, S-sPP, and S-iPP/S-sPP blends collected in the melt state (at 170�C). (B) Variations of the interlamellar
distance (D) and the area per junction point at the lamellar interface (Σ) as a function of the weight fraction of S-sPP in the blends
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blends were nearly symmetric, with its overall volume fraction ranging

from 0.46 to 0.52. This was in clear contrast to the immiscibility of

iPP and sPP homopolymers found in their blends.24–27

The interlamellar distance (D) and the area per junction point at

the lamellar interface (Σ) determined from the SAXS results are plot-

ted against the weight fraction of S-sPP in Figure 1B, where Σ was

given by12

Σ¼2 1�nS�sPPð ÞNSiPP,PSþnS�sPPNS�sPP,PS½ �VPSþ 1�nS�sPPð ÞNS�iPP,iPPViPPþnS�sPPNS�sPP,PSVsPPf g
d

ð1Þ

where ni (i = S-iPP or S-sPP) denotes the number fraction of the

diblock copolymer in the blends, NS-iPP,PS, NS-sPP,PS, NS-iPP,iPP, and

NS-sPP,sPP are the degrees of polymerization of PS, iPP, or sPP blocks,

and Vj (j = PS, iPP, or sPP) is the volume of a j monomer unit (VPS

= 0.164 nm3, ViPP = 0.0815 nm3, and VsPP = 0.0817 nm3). As shown

in Figure 1B, the interlamellar distance increased with increasing

S-sPP content, as the PS and PP domains were swollen by the longer

PS and sPP blocks from S-sPP, respectively. This further attests that

the PS blocks and the iPP and sPP blocks from the two copolymers

mixed in their respective microdomains. On the other hand, upon the

addition of S-sPP, the cross sectional area of the junction point, Σ,

was swollen instead of remaining constant predicted by the co-

surfactant model.11,12 This was likely due to the fact that the blends

were located near the weak segregation regime, such that the

assumption of strong segregation with sharp interface underlying

Equation (1) was not strictly valid.12 Nevertheless, the phase behavior

of the S-iPP/S-sPP blend system was basically in parallel with that

found for the diblock blends exhibiting the co-surfactant effect.11,12

In other words, each lamellar domain was constituted of two layers of

brushes lying on top of each other as schematically illustrated in

Figure 2; the first layer adjacent to the microdomain interface was

formed by the shorter blocks and the first subchains in the longer

blocks, while the second layer located in the middle region of the

microdomains was composed of the remaining subchains of the longer

blocks.

3.2 | Crystallization behavior of iPP and sPP blocks
within lamellar microdomains

Since the SAXS profiles of the samples were virtually unperturbed

after the crystallization, the lamellar structure established in the melt

state was effectively preserved over the Tc range investigated. That is,

the crystallizations of iPP and sPP blocks were effectively confined

within the lamellar microdomains. A DSC cooling experiment was per-

formed to gain an initial insight into the crystallization behavior of iPP

and sPP block in their common lamellar microdomains. Figure S2A dis-

plays the DSC cooling curves recorded in the cooling process. The

crystallization exotherms associated with the crystallization of iPP

block in the S-iPP/S-sPP blends were detectable at the temperatures

close to that of neat S-iPP (see also Figure S2B showing the plot of

the peak temperature of the exotherm, Tf, as a function of the weight

percentage of S-iPP in the blend), except for the 20/80 blend which

exhibited a large shift of the iPP exotherm to lower temperature

(Tf ≈ 85�C), leading to its significant overlap with the sPP exotherm.

The two types of PP block in this blend thus showed comparable

crystallization rates. On the other hand, the Tf of sPP block from S-

sPP increased drastically upon blending with S-iPP due to the

enhancement of its crystallization kinetics by the prior formed iPP

crystallites that served as nucleation agent for the sPP crystallization.

Nevertheless, once the S-iPP content was more than 70 wt%, the Tf

of sPP block was not discernible probably because of the low level of

crystallinity attainable with low sPP block composition. The co-

crystallization of iPP and sPP blocks in the lamellar microdomains was

precluded by the existence of two separated exotherms in the DSC

cooling curves as well as the overlapped yet splitted melting endo-

therms obtained by the subsequent heating scans (see Figure S2C).

The results of the non-isothermal DSC scans demonstrated that iPP

and sPP blocks formed a miscible mixture in the PP domains, such that

their respective crystallization kinetics was perturbed by the counter-

part component when comparing to that associated with neat S-iPP

and S-sPP.

Figure 3 displays the temperature-dependent WAXS profiles of

S-iPP/S-sPP blends obtained by stepwise heating the samples having

been isothermally crystallized at 30�C (the corresponding results of

neat S-iPP and S-sPP can be found in Figure S3). α-form crystal of iPP

exhibited six strong reflections at 2θ = 14.13�, 16.78�, 18.33�, 20.89�,

21.34�, and 25.15�, corresponding to (110), (040), (130), [(111), (131),

or complex], [(140), (041), or complex], and (060) diffraction planes,

respectively.42,43 (117) reflection can also be found for iPP at 2θ

= 19.71� once the γ-form crystal developed.42–44 Form I crystal of

sPP was found to exhibit three reflections at 2θ = 12.30�, 15.97�, and

20.61�, corresponding to (200), [(010) or (020)], and (220)/(121)

F IGURE 2 Schematic illustration of the co-surfactant model for
the melt structure of the lamellae-forming S-iPP/S-sPP blends. The
black, green, and blue lines represent PS, iPP, and sPP blocks,

respectively
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diffractions, respectively.45–47 It can be seen in Figure 3 and Figure S3

that the characteristic diffraction peaks associated with iPP and sPP

crystals were basically observable, demonstrating that iPP and sPP

crystallites formed in the lamellar microdomains had identical crystal-

lographic structures as those of the corresponding homopolymers. It

is interesting to observe that the (117) and [(111), (131), or complex]

peaks of the iPP blocks in both neat S-iPP (see Figure S3A) and the S-

iPP/S-sPP 80/20 blend (see Figure 3A) emerged upon heating to

110�C, which was close to the glass transition temperature of PS

block (Tg
PS). This indicates that the covalent connectivity with the vit-

rified PS block greatly impeded the chain mobility of iPP block for the

formal crystallization, but once the temperature was raised above Tg
PS,

the enhancement of chain mobility associated with the cold crystalliza-

tion induced further development of both α- and γ-form crystals.

Close examination of the temperature-dependent WAXS profiles

of the crystalline S-iPP-rich 80/20 blend in Figure 3A revealed that

the crystallization at 30�C for the preparation of the as-crystallized

sample was able to induce iPP crystallization, while under this crystal-

lization protocol the crystallinity of sPP was essentially negligible. The

iPP crystallinity thus attained was however lower in comparison to

the corresponding homopolymer blend due to the constraint of the

chemical junction with the vitrified PS blocks, which greatly limited

the distance over which the iPP chains could be transported to the

crystal growth front and the sPP blocks to be expelled away from the

growth front during iPP crystallization. This type of crystal growth of

iPP block was said to be “poisoned” by the surrounding sPP blocks.48

Such a poisoning effect was severer for the crystallization of sPP

block in this S-iPP-rich blend at 30�C, leading to nearly complete pro-

hibition of its crystallization. Despite the enhancement of chain mobil-

ity allowed sPP to crystallize under the prescribed heating protocol to

110�C, the level of crystallinity attained was still very low, as demon-

strated in Figure 3A.

The as-crystallized state of the S-sPP-rich 20/80 blend was found

to display a series of broad peaks at 2θ = 14.20�, 17.08�, 18.70�,

21.99�, and 25.03� and at 2θ = 12.38�, 16.10�, and 20.95� associated

with iPP and sPP, respectively, in the WAXS profile (see Figure 3B).

The large breadths and weak intensities of the diffraction peaks of iPP

attested that the iPP crystallites formed in the lamellar microdomain

at 30�C were very small. The diffraction peaks grew and sharpened

significantly upon heating to 110�C; in particular, the peaks of α-form

iPP crystals now became clear, showing that further crystallization of

iPP blocks could take place within the time scale associated with the

WAXS heating experiment due to enhancement of chain mobility.

To examine the thermodynamic stability of the crystalline struc-

ture formed in the S-sPP-rich blend, a DSC experiment was conducted

to record the DSC heating scans of S-iPP/S-sPP 20/80 blend having

been crystallized at different Tcs for 3 h, as shown in Figure 4. It is

noted that the samples having been crystallized at the prescribed Tcs

were rapidly cooled to 30�C (at >100�C/min) followed by the DSC

heating scans at 5�C/min. It can be seen that the samples crystallized

at Tc ≤ 70�C displayed a small endotherm (marked by Tm
I) before

reaching Tm
sPP and Tm

iPP. For these Tcs, Tm
I was found to locate at

ca. 10�C higher than the corresponding Tc, and it was attributed to

the melting of the small defective crystallites developed in the micro-

domain at Tc ≤ 70�C. These defective crystallites, which were not

identified in the corresponding blends of iPP and sPP homopolymers

(see Figure S4), gave rise to the broad peaks in the corresponding

WAXS profiles observed at 30�C in Figure 3B. Considering that the

crystallinities of sPP and iPP were low in this blend as-crystallized at

30�C (see the WAXS profile at 30�C in Figure 3B), the large melting

endotherm observed at ca. 120�C was attributed to the melting of the

crystals developed in the DSC heating process.

The WAXS and DSC results have revealed that, under the pre-

scribed isothermal crystallization conditions at the different Tcs for

3 h, a population of highly defective crystallites with low melting point

developed at sufficiently low Tc (i.e., Tc ≤ ~70�C) in S-sPP-rich blend.

As further evidenced by the DSC results in Figure 4, these defective

crystallites sustained up to ca. 10�C above the corresponding Tc. Here,

it is postulated that the formation of the highly defective crystallites

at low Tc was related to the highly restricted chain mobility of iPP and
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sPP blocks in the PP microdomains. The similar hindrance to crystalli-

zation due to restricted chain mobility has also been observed in our

previous study of a PS-b-PLLA/PS-b-PEO blend.14 To support this

postulate, we calculated the mobility term associated with the crystal-

lization kinetics defined as M ~ exp[�U*/R(Tc � T0)], with

U* = 1500 cal/mol and T0 = Tg
PP � 30 being the activation energy

associated with the transport of chain segments to the crystal growth

front and the temperature at which such a transport ceases, respec-

tively.49–51 Figure 5 displays the temperature variation of the mobility

term; it can be seen that its magnitude increased abruptly at Tc ffi
90�C, which was consistent with our postulate that the chain mobility

associated with the crystallization of iPP and sPP blocks in the lamel-

lar microdomain was highly restricted below 90�C, but it could be

effectively released above this temperature.

On the basis of the above discussions, the development of the

crystalline structure in S-sPP-rich blends is schematically illustrated in

Figure 6. At sufficiently high Tc (≥ 90�C), the higher chain mobility of

both iPP and sPP blocks could induce the formal crystallization even

under the influence of junction point constraint at the vitrified PS

domain interface; as a result, the relatively high crystallinities were

attained for both the iPP and sPP blocks, as illustrated in Figure 6A.

The iPP and sPP crystallites thus formed exhibited a melting point at

ca. 129 and 120�C, respectively. It is noted that amorphous iPP blocks

were segregated locally due to the junction point constraint during

the sPP crystallization, generating the amorphous regions surrounding

the sPP crystallites in which the concentration of iPP was higher than

the initial concentration for the subsequent iPP crystallization.

As for low Tc (≤ 70�C), the strong junction point constraint and

the highly restricted chain mobility of sPP blocks strongly hampered

their formal crystallization. Nevertheless, a local demixing between a

fraction of iPP and sPP block chains could still take place and the

demixed iPP and sPP chains organized to form the defective crystal-

line domains in which the localized iPP and sPP crystallites intervened
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F IGURE 4 DSC heating scans of S-iPP/S-sPP 20/80 blend after
isothermal crystallization at various Tcs for 3 h
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F IGURE 5 Dependence of the chain mobility term associated
with the crystallization kinetics on Tc. The mobility term is defined as
M ~ exp[�U*/R(Tc � T0)], where U* (= 1500 cal/mol) is the activation
energy associated with the transport of chain segments to the crystal
growth front and T0 (= Tg � 30, with Tg

PP = �3�C for S-iPP/S-sPP
20/80 blend) is the temperature at which such a transport ceases

F IGURE 6 Schematic illustration of the crystalline structure
development in S-sPP-rich blends. (A) At sufficiently high Tc (≥ 90�C),
the formal crystallization of iPP and sPP block chains could take place
easily, thereby leading to relatively high iPP and sPP crystallinities. (B)
At low Tc (≤ 70�C), although the formal crystallization was strongly
hampered, a local demixing between iPP and sPP chains might still
take place and the demixed iPP and sPP chains organized to form the
highly defective crystalline domains in which the iPP and sPP
crystallites intervened each other
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each other, as schematically illustrated in Figure 6B. The defective

iPP/sPP crystallites gave rise to broad peaks in the WAXS profiles and

very low melting points located at only ca. 10�C higher than the

corresponding Tcs due to the contribution of an excess surface free

energy at the interface between alternately intervened iPP and sPP

crystallites.

3.3 | Preferred orientation of iPP/sPP crystallites
in the lamellar microdomains

In this study, the crystal orientation of iPP and sPP within the 1-D

lamellar microdomains of S-iPP/S-sPP 20/80 blend has also been

examined. The oriented crystalline sample was prepared by LAOS in

the melt state and followed by crystallization at the desired Tc upon

the rapid quenching process as described in the experimental section.

Figure 7A–C shows the 2-D SAXS patterns of the oriented blend sam-

ple viewed along the normal, tangential, and radial directions, desig-

nated as z, x, and y, respectively. The appearance of arcs in the 2-D

SAXS patterns indicated that the blend sample with large-scale ori-

ented microdomains was successfully prepared. The SAXS patterns

further indicated that the lamellar microdomains stacked along the

z direction, as evidenced by the almost identical 2-D patterns along

x and y directions and the diffraction arcs locating at the meridians.

However, the lamellar microdomains adopted random orientation

when viewed along the layer normal direction, as suggested by the

observation of only a weak isotropic ring in the 2-D pattern along the

z direction.

The corresponding 2-D WAXS patterns along z, x, and

y directions of the blend having been crystallized at 30�C is displayed

in Figure 7D–F, respectively. The WAXS result in Figure 3B has

shown that the crystalline phase in this sample predominately com-

posed of the defective crystalline domains. It is interesting that these

domains could still exhibit the anisotropic scattering patterns showing

a pair of sharp arcs in the equator along tangential view and a pair of

broad arcs in the mederians along radial view, while only an isotropic

pattern in the normal view. Consequently, the defective crystallites

displayed the highly preferred orientation when viewed along x and y

directions (but the orientation with looking through the z direction

was rather random). Once the formal crystallization of iPP and sPP

blocks occurred at the higher Tc (e.g., 110�C), the strong diffractions

of iPP and sPP crystals were discernible in the 2-D WAXS patterns as

displayed in Figure 7G–I. Particularly, the (040) arcs of iPP and (010)

or (020) arcs of sPP appeared clearly at the equator in the tangential

and radial views, revealing that the crystalline stems of both iPP and

sPP aligned normal to the lamellar interface.

4 | CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the morphology and crystallization behavior in the

binary blends of S-iPP and S-sPP diblock copolymers. The PS blocks

from the two copolymers mixed intimately in the PS lamellar micro-

domains in the melt state; furthermore, iPP and sPP blocks were

found to also form a miscible mixture in their common lamellar

mcrodomains. Thus, iPP and sPP, which were immiscible in their

F IGURE 7 (A–C) 2-D SAXS
patterns collected along the
tangential, radial, and normal
directions (designated as x, y, and
z, respectively) of the oriented S-
iPP/S-sPP 20/80 blend. (D–F)
2-D WAXS patterns viewed along
z, x, and y directions of 20/80
blend having been crystallized at

30�C. The arrows labeled in the
patterns indicate that the
defective crystalline domains
exhibited a pair of arcs in the
equator in the tangential and
radial views. (G–I) 2-D WAXS
patterns of 20/80 blend having
been crystallized at 110�C, clearly
exhibiting five iPP diffractions and
three sPP diffractions. It was
found that the crystalline stems
of both iPP and sPP aligned
normal to the lamellar interface
as indicated by the feature of the
2-D patterns
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homopolymer blend, could become miscible in the microdomains

formed by their diblock copolymer blend, in that the gain of confor-

mational entropy and entropy of mixing may compensate the increase

of interaction energy. The lamellar structure formed in the melt state

was preserved after crystallizations of iPP and sPP blocks, indicating

that the crystallization was effectively confined in the PP micro-

domain. Under the influences of the intimate mixing and the junction

point constraint, the crystallization behavior of both iPP and sPP

blocks in S-sPP-rich blends was significantly perturbed in comparison

to that in the neat diblock copolymers. At sufficiently low Tc (≤ 70�C),

the restricted chain mobility and junction point constraint strongly

hampered the formal crystallizations of the α-form iPP crystals and

the form I sPP crystals; nevertheless, a local demixing between a frac-

tion of iPP and sPP block chains could still take place and the demixed

iPP and sPP chains organized to form the highly defective crystalline

domains, in which the iPP and sPP crystals intervened each other.

These domains exhibited a low melting point located at around 10�C

higher than the corresponding Tc and gave rise to the broad peaks in

the WAXS profiles. Finally, the crystal orientation in the macroscopi-

cally oriented S-iPP/S-sPP 20/80 blend having been crystallized at Tc

= 110�C was also studied, revealing that both the iPP and sPP crys-

talline stems formed within the lamellar microdomains oriented nor-

mal to the lamellar interface.
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